How a Car Removal Service is driving sustainable
success in Queensland
Success isn’t success, unless it’s sustainable.

One tiny company, Top Cash 4 Cars, that provides Car Removal Services Brisbane wide, has both understood this reality and embedded it into their
business strategy for 2019/2020.

Top Cash 4 Cars is a Car Removal Service that pays Queenslanders to remove cars that their insurance companies have either written off or deemed
ELV – End of Life Stage.
When a car reaches its ELV (End of Life Stage), it’s Total Cost to Run (TCR) goes up considerably. When TCR exceeds Value (the price people will
pay for the vehicle) – the market abandons it and a Cash for Car dealer, or Car Removal Service is called in, to take possession of the vehicle or the
fleet it belongs to.
Environmentally driven
Top Cash 4 cars, a Brisbane-based auto-recycler, has always put plants before profits.
A spokesperson for the company is clear what drives the company – sustainability. “Every moving part in a car, Jeep, Ute, van or truck – can be
recycled.
And even if it can’t be recycled, it can be put to bed in a way that is non-toxic or harmful to the environment.”
Specialised, eco-friendly processes
Over the decade it has been in business, Top Cash 4 Cars has developed many specialised processes to minimise the damage old car parts with
fluid and grease in them pose to Queensland’s natural habitat.
“Every part is cleaned and degreased with special non-toxic fluids before they are either recycled and sold to second-hand car parts dealers or retired
to the Earth.”
Paint is a hazard
Old cars use paint that is toxic because it contains lead in it. The Australian Department of Environment and Energy is clear about the hazards lead in
paint can cause.
According to them – “Lead is a toxic substance that can affect people of any age. It is especially harmful to children, pregnant women and unborn
babies. Lead accumulates in your body, so even small amounts can pose a health hazard over time.
Some auto paints, particularly those on older vehicles, are high in lead and can be a health hazard. There have been cases of children suffering lead
poisoning from playing in soil contaminated by auto paint dust.”
Top Cash 4 Cars understands the hazards old car paints pose to human and animal health and so strip cars of toxic paint using biofriendly solvents –
before they recycle the metal. They buy cars of all makes, models and conditions. When you need a Cash for Cars sale in Brisbane, Top Cash 4 Cars
are the ones you need to call.
Sustainability is what drives us – not mere profits, says their business-owner
To dispose off your car in a way you can be sure is eco-friendly, please contact Top Cash 4 Cars now on 0470 653 704.
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